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Abstract:
The program analysis game has changed dramatically in the last decade with the advent of symbolic and hybrid analyses, powerful constraint solvers, and massive computing power. The most noticeable impact of this change has been in the area of automated fault detection, but this is just the beginning. In this talk I am going to provide an overview of two projects that illustrate what we can expect from program analysis techniques in the future. First, I will describe how we have adapted symbolic execution to transform the way we perform load testing, moving from simply increasing the input size to automatically crafting inputs that induce extreme loads and better characterize a system’s performance. Second, I will introduce how we are leveraging constraint solvers to transform the way developers search for code, moving from the current syntactic-keyword search to a semantic code search where the desired functionality is specified through inputs and outputs. I will finalize by sharing some of the challenges ahead in making these approaches broadly applicable in practice.
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